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Linear Approach for Solving LargeScale Portfolio
Optimization Problems in a Lognormal Market
Faris H a m a and Jacques Janssen

Abstract

This paper presents a linear approach for solving large scale portfolio optimization
problems using asymmetric risk functions. This approach is based on separable
convex programming techniques. In addition, we discuss our model in the particular
case where the investment is lognormally distributed. It is shown in this case that
the selection of optimal portfolios is independent of the investor’s choice of the
parameters in the asymmetric risk function. Moreover, it will be shown that the non
linear programming model obtained can be well approximated by a piecewise linear
approach in order to be solved in a practical amount of time.
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Dans ce papier, nous prksentons une approximation lineaire pour la rksolution des
probltmes d’optimisation de portefeuille de grande taille, suivant le criere
moyenne-risque asymktrique. Cet approche est bas5 sur les techniques de la
programmation convexe &parable. De plus nous discutons notre modkle dans le cas
particulier oa le rendement global de portefeuille est distribuk suivant une lognormale. 11est dtmontrk dans ce cas que la s5lection des portefeuilles optimaux est
indkpendante du choix des paramktres de la fonction de risque. Le modkle non
lin&re obtenu peut &re efficacement approximk par une approche lineaire afin
d ’&re rksolu en un temps raisonnable.
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1. Introduction
The basic portfolio optimization methodology started with the famous seminal work of
Markowitz (1952). This latter, formulated the portfolio optimization problem as a
quadratic programming problem in which the risk function measured by variance of
return out of the portfolio is minimized subject to the constraint on the average return.
This formulation which is considered as the basis of financial modern portfolio theory,
has not been extensively used in practice. First, this mean-variance frame work is known
to be valid if the rates of return are random variables normally distributed or if the
investor’s utility hnction is quadratic. Second, empirical evidence with attempts to solve
a large scale mean-variance portfolio problem with existing software for quadratic
programming indicate that the problem is very hard, if not impossible.We refer to Zenios
(1993)for different difficulties in solving the large scale quadratic model. More recently,
with growing importance of determining optimal portfolio allocations when there are a
large number of assets, several alternative models were developed as an alternative to the
classical Markowit’z model. These alternatives do not require any assumption on the
distribution of the rates of return. Konno and Yamazaki (1991)have been proposed the
absolute deviation, while Speranza (1993)has been proposed the semi-absolute deviation
as measures of risk instead of variance. King and Jensen (1992),King (1993),Markowitz
(1991)and Markowitz et all (1993)adopted semi-variance as the risk measure. Hamza
and Janssen (1995)introduced a new risk function measured by a convex combination of
the two semi-variances of the portfolio rate of return from the mean value. The model
generalizes both of the mean-variance and semi-variance models according to a suitable
choice of the coefficients in the risk function.
In this paper, a linearization of the quadratic objective function, based on separable
convex programming techniques have been made. The resulting optimization model
generalizes the mean-absolute model. Moreover, the mean-variance model developed by
Konno and Suzuki (1992)appears as a particular case of this our linear approximation.
In addition, several empirical tests have been found that actual security price data are
lognormally distributed and a discussion of the model under this assumption seems very
interesting.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall the Hamza and Janssen’s model.
In section 3 a linear approach of our model based on separable convex programming is
presented. In section 4, we analyse optimal portfolios in a lognormal market. It will be
shown, in this case that the selection of efficient portfolios is independent of the
investor’s choice of the parameters in our risk function. Finally, some concluding
remarks will be given.
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2. The Hamza and Janssen's model

Let be n stocks denoted by Aj (j = I ,......n) and let Rj the random variable
representing the rate of return per period of the asset Aj . We denote by r j the proportion
of the capital invested in security j (j =I. .....,11). The rate of return of the portfolio is
given by:
n

R(x)=

Rjx,
j=l

H a m and Janssen (1995) propose consideration of the convex combination of the
two semi-variances as measure of risk:

where the notation ER(x)represents the expected value of the random variable R(x)and
a and f3 are two positive parameters representing the degree of risk aversion of the
investor.
This model which does not require any assumption on the distribution of the rates
of returns, was validated by a result which showd that, if the rates of returns of assets are
multivariate normally distributed, our risk function is equivalent to the traditional
measure of risk, the variance of returns (see Hamza and Janssen -1995).
This asymmetric risk function has also an interesting interpretation in terms of
preferences of an investor (a detailed utility analysis is out of the scope of this paper).
Graphically, It can be seen from Fig.] that e p (a) corresponds to the variance
risk. Also
(b) corresponds to an investor who uses an asymmetric measure of risk
that focuses on squared return deviations below the mean of the distribution, called the
semi-variance risk. But cup (c) represents an investor whose risk associated with "below
the average" return is compensated to some extent by "above the average" return.
Moreover acp (d) can be associated with an investor who is'not averse to risk.
1Sm

(a) Variance (u=p=O.S)

(c) Asyiunelric risk (a4.7and p 4 . 3 )
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0
R.urn

(b) Semi-variance (a=l and p=O)

M

(d) Asynunetric risk (a4.3and p=0.7)

Fig.1. Pennlty Functions For Risk measured by the convex combination of the two
semi-variancesbelow and above the mean (p=O).

Numerical exrmnle:

Let us consider two following investments A and B:

What can be said about the desirability of the investments A and B using our risk
fbnction ?
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Simple arithmetic shows that:
mean (A) = mean (B) = 3
a) A and B are identical from the viewpoint of E-N(o.s,0.5)
model, (risk (A) = risk (B) =
3.7) ;
b) A is preferred to B in E-N(i,o)
model, (risk (A) = 2.6 and risk (B) = 4.8) ;
c) A is preferred to B in E-N(O.7.0.3)
model, (risk (A) = 3.26 and risk (B) = 4.14) ;
d) B is preferred to A in E-N(O.3.0.7)
model, (risk (A) = 4.14 and risk (B) = 3.26)

3. Piecewise linear approximation to the risk function and portfolio optimization

It was shown by Hamza and Janssen (1995) that the portfolio optimization
problem using this class of alternative risk hnction can be selected by solving the
following program

subject to

(r. -;.)x.=vt-trt
j=l J t 3 J
r.>O
J Ti, 2 0,

t = I ,.._..,T
J

= I ,....., n
t= I ,....., T.

v, 2 0

where

I T

FJ = - x r J l
T I=/

for j=1....,ii

and (a,....., rnf) where = I ,......T ; are T independent samples of the random variable
(R, ......, R,) which is assumed to be available through the historical data.
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In order to solve the basic mean-asymmetric risk optimization program, we can

also solve the program (2) instead the program (1) formulated as follow

2, = #vt
x.>o
J Ut 2

0,

- JEur

t = I ,....., T
j= I , .....,n
t = I ,.....,T.

vt 2 0

This formulation called the (( Compact factorization scheme )) was first introduced
by Konno and Suzuki (1992) for solving the mean-variance problem, obtained in our
model by the particular case where a=p.
Observing that the objective function can be written in the form
T

o(zI , . . . . ,

z),

T

= c z , z = C6,(Z,)
,=I

I-/

where

6, ( z , ) = 2,’

for all r = 1,.....,T

are T convex functions. Then the program (2) belongs to a class of convex separable
programming problems.
Therefore each function 6 , ( z , ) can be approximated by a broken line function in the plan
( z , , 6 , ) , and then we can use the simplex algorithm.
To do this, we select K breakpoints A, ( k = 1,....,K)on the curve represented by their
abscissas a, ( k = 1,....,K ) with

where
c=min{r. -i./j=I,....,
Jl J

ti

atid t = l , ...., T }

and

d = m m { r - - i ./ j = I ,...., t i arid t = I ,...., T )
If J
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Recall that:

If the risk is measured by the traditional measure of risk, the variance of returns, which is
obtained when the two parameters a and p take the same value in our risk function, the
extreme points are given by the boundaries c and d .
Obviously, the approximation is more better if we increase the number of breakpoints
A, ( k = 1,....,K).
Putting

6 , =&I,).
forallz,
i.e.

(t=1

,....,T)suchthat a k k ' Z t r ' ~ k + ~ ( f = I ,...., Tarid k = l , ...., K )

z, = Akak+ ha+lat+,

with

h, +h,+,= 1 and h , , h,+, 2 0.

(0

then 6,(z,) can be approximated by, the straight line which has the following equation

Then, we easily replaced 6,( z , ) by 6:( z,) such that

k* + L + l = 1
20
z

I

= X rk ak

+h

ik+lak+l

and

For all zt such that al Izf I ak ( t = I .....,T and k = I .....,K) we can write,
more generally
K

5

hrk = 1

k=l

K

c

hlkak-Zl

=o

V f =1,

....,7

k=l
V r = 1, ...., T .

'fk 2 o

( )

Substituting 6 t zt by it approximation

we get
K
-2

k

-1

tk

k=l

Then we need to solve the following linear program

'
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n

x ? j x j 2p
j-1

n

xxj = I
j=l

2 (‘it- $ ) x j

=v, -u,

t = I .......T

z akh, = Jh- &u,

t = I ....... T

/-I

subject to

K

(3)

k=l

K

= I . _ _ _T_ . ,

Zhg = I

t

xj 2 0

j = I . _ _ _n. _ .

LEI

= I .......T ond k = l , .....K
t = 1....... T
I

krk 2 0
u, 2 0, v, 5 0

This program consists of

? I +T(k+2) variables and

3T+2 constraints.

To illustrate this approximation, the figure 2 shows the converting of the convex
risk hnction measured by N(o,7,0,3)(see Fig.1 sheme (c)) into a piecewise linear format.

Fig-2. Converting a convex risk function A’(0.7,0.3) into 3 pieceuise
linear foniiat
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Observing that, the mean-absolute deviation model developed by Konno and
Yamazaki (1991), and Speranza (1993), can be viewed as a particular case of this
piecewise linear approximation, obtained with two linear pieces (K=2) instead of K- 1
pieces (see Figure 3).

Fig. 3
4. Mean-asymmetric risk analysis in a lognormal market

The assumption of normally distributed returns has been questioned by several
authors because return distributions must be bounded from below and because empirical
evidence suggests that returns are not normally distributed. Lintner (1 980) has analyzed
security-price data and concluded that lognormal distribution is significant. Several
authors have confirmed the empirical Lintner's framework and they found that actual
security price data are well be approximated by the lognormal distribution. For a special
references to the lognormal distribution applications in finance, the reader can refer to
Kunio and Edwin (1988).

4.A. Global return of the portfolio is lognormally distributed
First, we propose to reformulate portfolio theory under the assumption that global
investment R ( x ) =

xiRi is lognormally distributed:
i=l

R(x) - LN( ~ ( x )~, ' ( x ) )
or equivalently

LIIR(X) - N ( p( x), 0' (x))

It is known that the mean value for the lognormal random variable R(x) is given by
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W x ) = exp p ( x )+ -o’(x)
(
2l
)
which represents the expected rate of return of portfolio, with

and

Next theorem, shows that the selection of optimal portfolios is independent of the
investor’s choice of the parameters in the asymmetric risk function N,a,B,(x).

Theorem 4. I
If the global retuni of the porrfolio of an investor is lognormally distributed, then the
risk measured by N ( a p ) ( ~is) independent of the choice of the parameters a and p .
Moreover, the optimtim porrfolio will be the one which has the minimum possible
variance,for a given mierage rate of retimi.
Pro08
The risk hnction used by the investor is given by

- ERC~))}’
+ PE{ max(0, ~ ( x-)ER(~))}’.
~ ( ~ , ~ =) aE{min(O,R(x)
(x)
Both random variables

E{ min(0, ~ ( x-)ER(~))}’
and
E{max(O,R(x)- ER(x))}’
have the same density of probabilities fbnction given by

f (4

g(4 =-

2J;;

where f is the density hnction of lognormal distribution LN(0,02(x))given by:
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[

therefore

I

I-[

g(.) = ZJi;;o(x)u

It follows that

Putting
t

=

In 11

we get

Since the remarkable equality
-i2

and putting again

ifu>o
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Recall that
1
-1
e zdv=l=O(+-)
J E -+-

"1

where CP is the standard normal distribution N (0,l) ,
Then the resulting E-N,,.,,(x) portfolio optimization program takes the following form

n

j=l

xj20

j = l ,..., n

Because both of exponential and logarithmic finctions are non decreasing, the program
(1) is equivalent to the following program (2) given by

Min 02(x) = x%

j=I

I

xi 2 0

j =

lo...#ii

where Z is the variance-covariance matrix
Finally, the investor chooses its optimum portfolios using the mean-variance approach.
0

Under the assumptions of theorem 4.1, we have the following result
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Theorem 4.2
If the variance-covnriance matrix Z is positive defiiiile, theri the investor will have a
unique optimal compositionfor his portfolio.
Prooj
The optimization portfolio problem is given by the following program:
Miit 02(x ) = x%

I

xi 2 0

Putting

j = I,...,??

K, is a closed and bounded set, then it is compact.
Putting also
1
xERn/p(x)+-d(x)21np

2

K, is also a closed set In order to see this, we consider the following hnction
,

f : R " -) R
X

H

1
p(x)+-oZ(x)

2

f is a quadratic and continuous hnction , and consequently

K2 =f-'([lnp,+-[)

is a closed set of R

Therefore D = K,nK, is a closed set of K, which is compact, and then D is compact
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Now we can write the portfolio optimization program (P)as:
Min
X€D

d ( X )

=XTX

Since D is compact, proving that the program (P) has a unique optimal solution, it
suffices to show that the objective function is finite , strictly convex on D and
continuous.

(i) XZX
is finite, because of

2

(

2 n i a x q Cxi
i

)

2

= ninx oi
i

<m

(ii) The objective function is strictly convex because the variance-covariance matrix C is
positive definite. To see This, we observe that the Hessian matrix of the variance 0 2 ( x )

[a)

is exactly the variance-covariance matrix C which is
axiaxj i.,=l,....n
assumed positive definite and then
x'cX>O Q x E R "
given by H ( x ) =

(iii) The continuity of the functionfon D is obvious
Consequently, the investor has a unique optimal composition for his portfolio. 0

4.B. Returns of securities are lognormally distributed
This case is more realistic than the previous case, but much more complex. If the
rate of returns of securities are multivariate lognormally distributed, then the rate of
return of portfolio can not be lognormally distributed. We recall that a linear combination
of random variables which are lognormally distributed is not necessarily lognormal
distributed. Thus, we may have distributions which are approximately but not precisely
lognormal. In financial literature, we often utilize the approximation that sums of
lognormal variables are also lognormal; that is, assumed that every portfolio has
lognormal distribution, through it cannot be justified theoretically. For more details, the
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reader can refer to Elton and Gruber (1 974), Ohlson and Ziemba (1 976). and Levy and
Samuelson (1992).
In the particular case, when returns of assets are mutually independents
lognormally distributed, the following theorem holds.

Theorem 4.3
If the n assets which form the porffolio of the invesfor are niirtiially independents
lognormaIly distribiited, and if the investor decides to invest in the n assets, then the
risk incurred by ihe investor will be constant, and his optiniimi expected return will be
obtainedfor the uniforni conposition befiveeii the n assets.
Proof:
Denoting by R,, ....,Rn n random variables representing the rate of return per
period of the n assets which form the portfolio. We assume that Rl,....,Rn are mutually
independents with
Ri -LN( p,, o,?).
The assumption that The investor decides to invest in the I I assets can be formulated as

xi > o v i = l ,...,n
Then, (see Johnson and Kotz-1970- p. 119) the rate of return of portfolio R ( x ) = c x i R i
i=l

is lognormally distributed

Using theorem 4.1, the asymmetric risk hnction yields:

Therefore the risk hnction is a constant independent of x.
The investor is then driven by the desire to get maximum expected return from the
portfolio ’which consists of n assets, each purchased in quantity of proportion
xi > 0 Vi = 1, ...,n: and he needs to solve the following optimization program:

[Xi

>0

j

=

I , .... I1
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' x p 3....x"+ h = 0

x/x, ....X" + h = 0

...............
X/X2....X,-/

+h= 0

X I +X,+....+X"

=1

It can be easily shown that the solution of this system is given by the equal investment in
which represents the optimal portfolio of the investor.
0

4.C. Piecewise linear approximation for lognormal portfolio selection

Taking into account theorem 4.1, the investor selects optimal portfolios by solving
the following program
~ i i 0
72 ( x )

= XTX
[ ~ ( X ) + - j1D z ( X ) 2 / I 7 p

j=l

I

xi 2 0

j = I , ..., 17

Using the following unbiased estimates of p ( x ) and d ( x ) = x T x given respectively by

Then the program (1) yields:
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j=l

j = l9 . . . , ~ i

xj20

Let us introduce T auxiliary variables
z l = ~ ( r j l - F j ) x jt = l

I...,

?-

j=l

We obtain then an alternative representation of the program (1) given by:

$$xj

+-

j=l

sidgect to

1

T

7

e z / - 1 h1p

2( T - I ) ( = I

z f - ~ ( ~ j l - ~ ~ ) x ~t =
= lO
,..... T
j=I
11

Ex=I
J

j=l

xj 1 0

j = I....,I~

Therefore we can apply standard piecewise linear approximation of a separable convex
function, and a separable convex constraint in order to solve a linear version of a non
linear convex program given by :
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I

xi 2 0

h, 2 0

j

t

=

I. ....,T

t

=

I. ....,T

=

I , ....,11

t = I ,..... T arid

k = I ,....,K

This is a linear program which consists on n+TK variables and 2T+2 constraints.
Obviously, it suffices to choose as extremities of abscissas of the K breakpoints
introduced the previous expressions given by c and d defined in the second section, this
is because the investor selects its optimum portfolios using the mean-variance criterion.
5. Concluding remarks

The purpose of this paper has been to show how the separable convex
programming techniques can be used as a practical tool to solve a large scale portfolio
optimization problems using asymmetric risk functions. The problem we need to solve is
a linear program instead a quadratic program, so that we can handle a large scale
portfolio consisting of a large number of assets, in a practical amount of time. In
addition, we discuss our model in the particular case where the expected rate of return of
portfolio is lognormally distributed. It was shown in this case, that the selection of
optimal portfolios is independent of the investor’s choice of the parameters in the
asymmetric risk function.
In order to show the usefulness of our approach, we are planning an experiment based on
the historical data of 158 stocks of the Belgium Stock Market, using the (( OSL ))
(Optimization Subroutine Library) package installed on IBM RSI 6000 system. The
results of these experiments will be reported subsequently.
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